Let X0 be a compact Hausdorff space, and let C( X0 ) be the Banach algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions on X0. It is known that, assuming the continuum hypothesis, any nonmaximal, prime ideal P such that |C( Xtt)/P\ = 2N" is the kernel of a discontinuous homomorphism from C(X0) into some Banach algebra. Here we consider the converse question of which ideals can be the kernels of such a homomorphism. Partial results are obtained in the case where X0 is metrizable.
Introduction. Let X0 be a compact Hausdorff space, let C(X0) be the Banach algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions on X0, and let 0 be a homomorphism from C(X0) into a Banach algebra B. It is an old question whether or not each such homomorphism is automatically continuous: we know that, if the continuum hypothesis (CH) be assumed, there are discontinuous homomorphisms from C(X0) for each infinite space X0 (see [2, 8] ), and also that there are models of set theory in which each such homomorphism is continuous [15, 4] . Nevertheless, there remain a number of open questions about these homomorphisms. Some, involving the case where CH does not hold, are discussed in [4, Chapter 3] . Here, we consider a question about the kernels of discontinuous homomorphisms when CH does hold.
The seminal study of homomorphisms 6: C(X0) -* B is that of Bade and Curtis [1] . They showed, in particular, that, if 0 is discontinuous, there is a finite, nonempty set F = {xx,...,xn} of nonisolated points of X0, a continuous homo- /_1({0}) is a neighborhood of x) for xe X0. Since Jx is dense in Mx, A, is discontinuous (/' = 1,..., A:). The set F is the singularity set of 0. Let 0 be a homomorphism from C(X0). Then q: f <-* ||0(/)|| is a seminorm on C(XQ), and q is continuous if and only if 0 is continuous. Let Fq be the set of nonmaximal, prime, ^-closed ideals in C(X0). It is shown by Esterle in [5] that F = 0 if and only if q is discontinuous (see also [13] ). In this case, set lq -D{P: P e FJ. Then: (i) the set of maximal ideals of C(X0) containing an element of F? is finite; (ii) 0|I? is continuous, and, if I is an ideal of C(X0) such that 0|I is continuous, then Icl?;
(iii) each chain in Fq is well-ordered with respect to inclusion. This theorem of Esterle extends the earlier result of Bade and Curtis.
It is hoped that F is a finite union of well-ordered chains. Clearly, this is so if and only if there exist Px,...,Pk G F such that I = P, n • • • nPt. Again, slightly reformulating this hope, we are led to the following question [3, Question 15].
Question. Let 0 be a homomorphism from C(X0) into a Banach algebra. Do there exist prime ideals P,,..., Pk in C( X0) such that 01P, n • • • n P¿. is continuous?
The strongest form of the theorem asserting the existence of discontinuous homomorphisms from C(X0) is the following [9] . We denote the cardinality of a set S by \S\. Let P be a nonmaximal, prime ideal of C(X0) such that |C(A'0)/P| = N,. Then there exists a homomorphism from C(X0) into a Banach algebra such that ker© = P. If X0 is infinite, then C(X0) contains nonmaximal, prime ideals P such that |C( A^/PI = 2N°, and so, if CH holds, there are discontinuous homomorphisms from C(X0). Further, if \C(XQ)\ = 2s« and if CH holds, then each ideal of C (X0) which is a finite intersection of nonmaximal, prime ideals is the kernel of such a homomorphism. Thus, a positive answer to the question would give the complete story about the domains of continuity of homomorphisms from C(X0), at least if |C( A"0)| = 2N°. (Incidently, we do not know whether or not every infinite-dimensional, nonnilpotent commutative Banach algebra A contains a nonmaximal, prime ideal P such that |A/P| = 2S°. If A is separable and an integral domain, then {0} is certainly such an ideal, and it may be the only one [11] .)
In attempting to answer our question, we reformulate it again by using a result of Johnson [12] . First, some notation that will be fixed for the remainder of this note. Let X be a locally compact space, let C0( A') be the space of continuous functions on X which vanish at infinity, and denote by ßX the Stone-Cech compactification of X. For / G C0( X), let / be the continuous extension of / to ßX. For p G ßX \ X, set Jp = {/G C0(X): /_1({0}) is a neighborhood of p in ¿8*}. Johnson 's theorem, which extends that of Bade and Curtis, is the following. Let X0 be a compact space, let 0: C(X0) -* B be a discontinuous homomorphism with singularity set F, and let X = X0\F. Identify C0(X) with {/€ C(X0): f \F = 0}. Thus the question we raised is equivalent to the following. Let X be a locally compact space, let p g ßX\X, and let v. C0(A') ->Rbea homomorphism from Co(A') into a radical Banach algebra R such that kerpzi.L,.
Is ker v a finite intersection of prime ideals?
The purpose of the present note is to make a modest start towards this problem by analysing when we can have kerr equal to J in the above situation, for suitably restricted X. We also determine when 3p is itself a prime ideal. Theorem. Let X be a locally compact, a-compact, metrizable space, and suppose that CH holds. Then for a point p G ßX\X the following are equivalent:
(1) P e P; (2) Jp is a prime ideal; (3) J is a finite intersection of prime ideals; (4) Jp is the kernel of a discontinuous homomorphism from C0(X) into a (radical) Banach algebra.
Proof. Since ßX = K U W, the point p g ßX lies in exactly one of K n W, W\K, and K\W; we consider the three possibilities in turn. Let d denote the metric on X, and, for x g X and e > 0, let B(x, e) = {y g X: d(x, y) < e).
Suppose first that p g K Pi W, so that p C P. Note that KC\W = (AT) ÎFnA')" = (ÄTi ÏF)s ince both K and (fflA" are closed in X. Since X is a-compact, we can write K f) W = UE", where each En is a compact subset of X, and £" c E"+x (strictly) (n = 1,2,...). Noting that \JEn cz W\W, inductively construct finite subsets Wn of W, and a sequence (a") of positive reals as follows. Choose x g W, set a, = 1, UK, = {x}. Given Wt,..., W", set o" = d(En + x, Wx U • • • U W"), and take 0 < an + x < min(70", a", n~l). Take a finite cover of En+X by open balls of radius an+x, and choose one point of W in each ball to form the set Wn+X. By the construction wfn w,= 0 if/ #/. Let {0m: m g N} be an infinite partition of N into infinite sets, and let Am = \J{Wn: n G am). Let /" = \/n on the set W" and 0 elsewhere. Since Wn is a finite set of isolated points, /" g C0(Ar). Set gm = E{/": n g am}, so that g", g C0(A-)(m = l,2,...). _ Now take a neighborhood Í/ of p in /?X Since pG(ATn W)~, there is a point x G ATi WTl Í/; take e > 0 so that 5(x, e) c U and choose /c such that ak < \e. Since om is infinite, there is an « g am with n > k. But then W" n fi(x, e) # 0, hence ^4m n £/ # 0, and so gm í J^. On the other hand, gmg" = 0 for m =£ « because /lm n yl" = 0, and so [1, Theorem 5.3] shows that Jp cannot be the kernel of a radical homomorphism.
Secondly, consider the case where p g W\K, so that p e P. Take /, g g C^Af) with /g g J^. Let U be a neighborhood of p in ßX with C/ni= 0, and set Vx= {xg £7n*:|/(x)|<|*(*)|}, k2= (xg B?njr:|/(x)|>|g(3c)|}.
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Since Vx, V2cz W, both these sets are open in X. But K,UF2=(/Ui, which is closed in X. Thus both Vx and V2 are clopen in X. Hence Vx n V2 = Vx n V2 = 0, and so exactly one of Vx and V2 is a neighborhood of p. Since on a possibly smaller neighborhood fg vanishes, it follows that one of / and g lies in Jp, and hence that Jp is prime.
Thirdly, suppose that p g K\W, and take the case that p is a limit point of a discrete subset D of K \ W, so that p £ P. Since A" is second countable, Z> must be countable, say D = {x"}. Let {{/"} be a collection of open sets in X with x" g U" There remains the case where p g K\W, and p is not a limit point of a discrete subset of K\W.
Here we show that Jp is again prime. Suppose then that / and gGC0(A-)with/gG Jp. Let Then Kx and #2 are closed in K, and hence closed in X. Also, í,ní2= 0 and i,UÄ2= (7nZ, so that KXU K2= Ü and .ri, n Ä"2 = 0. Since p e G C\ K cz Kx, it follows that Ä\ is a neighborhood of p. But l/l = |g| on G, and hence on AT,, and so /= g = 0 on Kx. Thus / and g belong to J^,.
We have now proved that (1) => (2) and that (4) => (1); (2) => (3) is trivial. For (3) =» (4), note that X is metrizable, separable and infinite, so that CQ(X) is infinite dimensional and separable. In particular, |C0(Ar)| = 2X°, and so by [9, Théorème 6.2] each nonclosed prime ideal of C0( A') is the kernel of a discontinuous homomorphism; it is immediate that the same is true for a finite intersection of prime ideals. D Remarks. 1. The topological hypotheses on X include the case where X = X0\F, X0 compact and metrizable, F a finite set of nonisolated points.
2. The metrizability of X is heavily used in the proof, both for the details of the construction, and to ensure that arbitrary closed sets are zero-sets, though where possible the weaker supposition of second countability is explicitly used. Our argument shows in fact that, if p is remote, then Jp is prime, but the converse to this is false. For let A^ = N U {oo}, and X = N. Then each J is prime, but no p g ßX\ X can be remote. Note that the result of [1] shows that in this case any homomorphism on C(X0) is continuous on some finite intersection of the prime ideals {Jp: p (=ßX\X).
